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SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT TYPE
PRODUCT NAME

COLOURS
DIMENSION

WEIGHT
MATERIAL — LAMP
MATERIAL — CORD

CORD LENGTH
QUANTITY PER PARCEL

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING WEIGHT

LIGHT SOURCE
 LIFESPAN

EPREL
COMPLIANT WITH

Wall lamp
GRASIL
Black
L30 x W17 x H54 cm
5,5 kg
Steel with powder coating & Marble base
Black textile
2,5 m 
1
L50 x W37 x H22 cm
6,5 kg
LED
50.000 hours (LED)
Click to read the EPREL light source information 

30 cm

54
 cm



VARIATIONS

Art. No. 
509179001084

Art. No. 
509249001084

BLACK BLACK

(UK)



POWDER COATED IRON / STEEL / ALUMINIUM
To get rid of dirt and dust, mix a mild detergent with warm water.

Dip a lint free cloth into the water & wipe the item down with the cloth.

If necessary, wipe the item dry with a soft dry cloth. 

( Avoid scraping or rubbing the powder coating with an abrasive cloth that
could damage or remove the coating from the surface )

HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH

CARE GUIDE — METALS

CARE GUIDE — NATURAL STONE

MARBLE
To get rid of dirt and dust, use a damp cloth to wipe down the item. 

If necessary, wipe the item dry with a soft dry cloth. 

( Marble cannot withstand acid or acidic detergents, such as vinegar. Make sure to wipe
off any acidic and normal liquids spilled on the surface immediately, to avoid stains )

HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH



GRASIL WALL LAMP / BY AYTM DESIGN TEAM

The GRASIL LED wall lamp is a wonderful addition for your bedroom. 
With several interior styling options, such as placing the wall lamp on 
each side of the bed or simply on its own, you can adjust the wall 
lamp as you please for less or more intense lighting. GRASIL LED wall 
lamp is also suitable for the walls in your hallway or entrance where it 

provides a charming and cozy setting. 

THE GRASIL FAMILY

With a solid marble base and exquisite bended metal tubes, GRASIL 
provides a unique and exclusive expression with an overwhelming 
elegance. The rounded geometrical elements, connected in an 
asymmetrical shape, gives the GRASIL LED lamps a sculptural 
appearance – and with the solidity from the marble, that stands in 
contrast to the light expression from the bended metal tubes, these 

lamps symbolizes the most beautiful symbioses of balance. 

STORYTELLING


